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Abstract—Eclipse Arrowhead, an upcoming open source
framework for designing cyber-physical system-of-systems, is
starting to become complete enough to be the subject of serious
evaluation and prototyping. As a consequence, it has become
increasingly pertinent to provide software that makes it straight-
forward to use and learn it. To address this, we here present
Arrowhead Kalix, a Java 11 library designed for the efficient and
effective development of correct, concise and relatively perfor-
mant Arrowhead-compliant systems. In this paper, we outline
the philosophy behind the design of the library, its architecture,
its fundamental components and give some examples of how it
can be used. The purpose of the paper is both to educate and to
provide academics using Kalix with a credible point of reference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Being a significant part of European Union projects such as
Productive 4.01 and Arrowhead Tools2, Eclipse Arrowhead [1]
[2] has become a major research and engineering effort, aiming
to be a facilitator of the considerable complexity envisioned
for the Industry 4.0 paradigm [3]. As the number of projects
involving Arrowhead continues to increase, with examples
ranging from industrial production workflow management [4]
to service orchestration controlled by ontological models [5],
the incentive for producing time-saving tools and artifacts is
growing stronger. Arrowhead Kalix, the subject of this paper,
is a Java 11 library that aims to reduce the time required to
learn about and create Arrowhead-compliant systems by pro-
viding abstractions tightly matching key Arrowhead concepts.

In this paper, we provide an introducational description of
Kalix directed primarily towards researchers and engineers in-
tending to write Arrowhead software. The paper assumes basic
knowledge of core Arrowhead concepts, which otherwize can
be learned from the resources available at https://arrowhead.eu.

II. PHILOSOPHY

The design decisions going into the Kalix library could
largely be described as coming from either (1) our cultural
biases or (2) our quality objectives.

With cultural biases we refer to traditions concerning
things such as preferred editors, programming languages, code
formatting, programming paradigms and message encodings.

The work represented by this paper was funded via the Productive 4.0
project (EU ARTEMIS ECSEL-JU grant agreement number 737459).

1See https://productive40.eu.
2See https://arrowhead.eu.

While there may exist many reasons for the emergence of
these traditions, we consider one important explanation to be
that each community has its distinct challenges, making it
gravitate towards tools and practices that better address those
challenges. For example, the Kalix library relies heavily on
function composition, prefers immutable objects over mutable
such and uses callback functions as the preferred means of
event propagation. These design decisions could be seen as
being influenced by our experience with the node.js, Rust
and Scala communities, all of which are concerned with
the creation of distributed systems just like the Arrowhead
community. Java being used as implementation language for
Kalix can also be regarded as a result of cultural bias, as the
members of the Productive 4.0 project, part of which Kalix
was originally developed, have chosen the language for many
of their implementation efforts.

With Quality objectives, on the other hand, we refer to the
design goals explicitly commited to by the creators of a given
software artifact. We understand such goals, with examples
such as low memory usage, high operation through-put, fault-
tolerance or security guarantees, to significantly impact the
way in which software is written. The quality objectives of
the Kalix library we committed to are, in order of precedence,

1) correctness, in the sense that it validates input from all
sources thoroughly and prefers to fail fast rather than
waiting for inconsistent directives to eventually lead to
undesired behavior; this objective is especially relevant
in the context of distributed systems, as errors can be
caused by issues originating from operations spanning
multiple CPU threads or individual machines, which
makes pinpointing the issues difficult unless they can
be identified and mitigated early,

2) convenience, by which we mean that a library user
should never need to repeat any information that can
be reliably determined from context, and, lastly,

3) performance, in the most general way the word can
be interpreted, including fast start-up time, low memory
usage, high through-put, and so on.

As demonstrated in Section IV and then discussed in Section
V, the two first objectives lead us to creating classes, and
other abstractions, that tightly correspond with the concepts
and components that make up our current understanding of
Arrowhead systems.

https://arrowhead.eu
https://productive40.eu
https://arrowhead.eu


III. ARCHITECTURE

As depicted in Figure 1, the most fundamental Arrowhead
Kalix component is the system.3 Every system provides and
consumes a number of services, each of which represents a
certain category of tasks the system is able to perform or
take advantage of. The Kalix library is, as a consequence of
this, designed around the ArSystem class, which concretely
represents a single Arrowhead system.
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Fig. 1. Kalix library architecture, in terms of its most significant components.

To help organize the provision and consumption of services,
each system may be used in conjunction with service providers
and service consumers, represented by implementations of
the ArService and ArConsumer interfaces, respectively.
A service provider, or just service, realizes an Arrowhead
service, while a service consumer, or just consumer, abstracts
away some of the details of using a service provided by
another system. As illustrated in Figure 1, both services and
consumers are meant to handle (1) data transmission objects,
(2) networking protocol stacks and (3) security guarantees.
We consider these in turn before also covering plugins, which
allow for the reuse of complex service integrations, and how
Kalix handles concurrency.

A. Data Transmission Objects

Building a system-of-systems requires that messages can
be sent between its systems. As Kalix is a Java library, that
means having to convert Java objects into network messages.
To make this more convenient, Kalix allows for the speci-
fication of what we refer to as Data Transmission Object
(DTO) specifications, which are converted by a Java annotation
processor into concrete classes that can be encoded to and
decoded from supported encodings.4 An example of a simple
DTO specification named Message is given in Listing 1.

Listing 1. An example of a DTO specification for representing simple
chat messages that can be encoded as JSON. All non-static and non-default
methods, which may not take any arguments, specify the types and names of
the members of the specified data object.

@DtoWritableAs(JSON)
public interface Message {
Optional<Long> id();
String text();

}

3Arrowhead is a Service-Oriented Architecture, as described in [2].
4At the time of writing, only JSON [6] is supported.

Processing the Message specification would result in the
generation of two classes named MessageBuilder and
MessageDto.5 Builder classes are useful for constructing
instances of DTO classes, which in turn have generated
methods for encoding and/or decoding them from specified
representations. Converting an instance of the Message
specification, outlined in Listing 1, into JSON could result
in the message payload {"id":4,"text":"Hello!"},
given that the id and text fields are set to 4 and "Hello!",
respectively. Several Kalix classes related to sending and
receiving network messages take DTO instances or classes as
arguments and then automatically handle message encoding
and decoding, such as the #body(DtoWritable) method
of HttpConsumerRequest.

B. Networking

By necessity, each Arrowhead service must be provided
via a particular network protocol stack, such as HTTP [7].
Rather than imposing a single model that abstracts away the
details of each individual protocol stack, Kalix adopts a model
where one set of abstractions is used for each such stack.
This is hinted at in Figure 1, which associates HTTP, the only
currently supported protocol, with services, consumers and the
underlying networking stack. While HTTP services must be
organized in terms of endpoints having methods and paths, a
would-be JSON-RPC [8] service, for example, would have to
be organized as a set of named remote procedures. For this
reason, the ArService and ArConsumer implementations
provided by Kalix, HttpService and HttpConsumer,
are both designed around a transport protocol, HTTP, while
details about message encodings and security, which are also
fundamental to being able to facilitate services, can be trivially
configured or inferred.

C. Security

Eclipse Arrowhead mandates that Transport-Layer Security
(TLS) [9] be used with client post-handshake authentication
(also known as client-side verification), unless the system in
question is running in insecure mode.6 This means that two
systems engaging in a secure communication must be able
to demonstrate owning signed x.509 certificates [10] issued
by trusted issuers, such as the administrators of certain local
clouds or companies. As a consequence, secure mode commu-
nications can be verified to be (1) private, (2) authenticated
and (3) reliable. For a given system to determine if some
other system may consume one of its service, however, it
must also be known that the consumer is authorized. From
the perspective of a Kalix library user, this is accomplished
by declaring what access policy each provided service is to
use. The currently available policy types are listed in Table I.

5In most development environments for Java today, annotation processors,
such as the Kalix DTO processor alluded to here, are invoked automatically
when a project is built. Examples of projects using DTO processors can be
found at https://arkalix.se.

6While the current version of Eclipse Arrowhead, namely 4.1.3, required
TLS to be used, future versions are likely to also provide room for other types
of transport security schemes.

https://arkalix.se


TABLE I
KALIX SERVICE ACCESS POLICIES.

Policy Type Description
By cloud certificate Any system with a certificate issued by the same

local cloud administrator as the service provider
may consume the service.

By cloud whitelist Any system whose name appears in a provider-
specific whitelist and have a certificate issued by
the same local cloud administrator as the service
provider may consume the service.

By token Systems that have been provided with a valid
access token by the Arrowhead Orchestrator, as-
sociated with the same local cloud as the service
provider, may consume the service.

Unrestricted Any system may consume the service. This access
policy can only be used by systems running their
services in insecure mode.

The certificate access policy types7 in Table I rely on the
fact that the x.509 certificates of Arrowhead systems must
have a local cloud certificate as its lowest level certificate
issuer.8 As a consequence, verifying that two systems belong
to the same cloud requires no more than comparing their
issuer certificates and verifying their signatures. When using
the token access policy, however, the task of determining what
other systems may consume ones services is delegated to the
Eclipse Arrowhead Authorization and Orchestrator systems.
The Kalix library automatically takes care of validating tokens
presented by service consumers and requesting tokens required
to consume other services.

D. Plugins

Some categories of services that are useful to integrate
against require messages to be sent in response to certain
system life-cycle events, such as services being provided, a
system shutting down, etc. To facilitate making integration
against such services reusable, a plugin mechanism was added
to Kalix. Each plugin implements the Plugin interface and
may be provided to created ArSystem instances. Plugins can
depend on and use other plugins that explicitly provide a so-
called plugin facade, concretely realized by implementing the
PluginFacade interface. The dependency structure of the
plugins provided to a given system is guaranteed to be honored
during initialization, which means that the dependencies of
each plugin will be loaded before it is loaded itself.9 There
are, at the time of writing, four plugins that comes with the
Kalix library, one dedicated to registering and unregistering
services, managing access tokens and performing service
lookups, another for managing event subscriptions and two
more for taking part of or observing contractual negotiations.10

7A complete list of access policy Java classes is available at https://arkalix.
se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/access/package-summary.html.

8More details on Arrowhead certificates can be found at https://arkalix.se/
javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/identity/package-summary.html.

9For more information about plugins, please refer to https://arkalix.se/
javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/plugin/package-summary.html.

10See also https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-core-plugins/index.html.

E. Concurrency

Kalix applications have to exchange messages in arbitrary
patterns, potentially with significant numbers of other systems
at the same time. Because of this, it becomes paramount to
be able to await the completion of asynchronous operations
without incurring significant performance costs, all the while
the risk for race conditions and deadlocks is avoided as much
as possible. To provide a solution to this problem, the Kalix
library relies extensively on its own kind of futures as well as
its own schedulers. A Future<V> is a representation of a
value that may become available at some point in the future,
presumably when some asynchronous operation completes. In
order to access the Result<V> of a Future<V> when it
becomes available, the receiver of each Future<V> must use
one of its methods to set a result callback, which is invoked
when the result becomes available.11 The Future<V> type
comes with a number of different default methods that can
be used to handle or transform future results. Examples of
such methods are .map(), .flatMap(), .ifSuccess(),
and .onFailure(), which are used to transform, transform
and await, react to successful results and handle exceptions
thrown during evaluation, respectively.12 All Kalix library
methods that return a Future<V> are guaranteed to execute
the callbacks of those futures either on the same thread that
invoked the method or on a fixed-size thread pool thread,
unless something else is indicated by the documentation.13

IV. USAGE

Using Arrowhead Kalix comes, for most intents and pur-
poses, down to creating and using instances of the ArSystem
class, as exemplified in Listing 2.

Listing 2. An example of instantiating a new system. Both of identity
and trustStore are created from PKCS#12 [12] key stores and represent
the X.509 certificates owned and trusted by the created system, respectively.
The host variable contains the IP address or domain name, as well as the
port number, of the Eclipse Arrowhead Service Registry of the local cloud the
created system belongs to. Note that interaction with the Service Registry, and
other mandatory core services, is managed by a plugin (see Section III-D).

var system = new ArSystem.Builder()
.identity(identity)
.trustStore(trustStore)
.plugins(HttpJsonCloudPlugin
.enterViaServiceRegistryAt(host))

.build();

A properly setup system contains certificates, a private
key, names, what other systems can be trusted, and other
data required in order to provide and consume services, as
exemplified in Listings 3 and 4, respectively.14

11The Kalix Future<V> is significantly influenced by the design of the
JavaScript Promise type, more of which you can read in [11].

12Please refer to the Java documentation at https://arkalix.se/javadocs/
kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Future.html for a complete list.

13More deails about Kalix scheduling are available at https://arkalix.se/
javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Schedulers.html.

14More complete examples, including details about how to setup the library,
can be found at https://arkalix.se.

https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/access/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/access/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/identity/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/security/identity/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/plugin/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/plugin/package-summary.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-core-plugins/index.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Future.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Future.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Schedulers.html
https://arkalix.se/javadocs/kalix-base/se/arkalix/util/concurrent/Schedulers.html
https://arkalix.se


Listing 3. An example of a system being instructed to provide a new HTTP
service. The first four lines set the name, supported message encodings, access
policy and URL base path of the service. The .get() invocation registers an
HTTP endpoint with the method GET and the path /example/greeting,
which responds with a JSON object contain the text "Hi!" if called. Any
number of endpoints could have been registered. The last line is an instruction
to print the stack trace of any exception causing the service provision to fail.

system.provide(new HttpService()
.name("kalix-example-service")
.encodings(JSON)
.accessPolicy(token())
.basePath("/example")

.get("/greeting", (requ, resp) -> {
resp

.status(OK)

.body("{\"text\":\"Hi!\"}");
return done();
}))

.onFailure(Throwable::printStackTrace);

Listing 4. An example of a system consuming a service provided by some
other system. The .consume() invocation creates a new ServiceQuery,
which is given the name of a desired service on the following line. The
using() call then executes the query and uses the successful result of the
query to create a new HttpConsumer. If and when the query succeeds and
the consumer becomes available, it is used to send an HTTP request to the
queried service. When any successful response comes back from the service,
its body is parsed and turned into an instance of the Message class. If
parsing is successful, the text member of the message is printed to console.
Note that .flatMap(), .ifSuccess() and .onFailure() are default
methods of the Future<V> interface type described in Section III-E.

system.consume()
.name("kalix-example-service")
.using(HttpConsumer.factory())
.flatMap(consumer -> consumer

.send(new HttpConsumerRequest()
.method(GET)
.uri("/example/greeting"))

.flatMap(response -> response
.bodyAsIfSuccess(Message.class))

.ifSuccess(message ->
System.out.println(message.text()))

.onFailure(Throwable::printStackTrace);

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Eclipse Arrowhead is very much a work in progress,
comprised of a plethora of documents and software artifacts,
of varying degrees of sophistication and maturity. Writing
a library that prioritizes abstractions that correspond tightly
with such a framework has, perhaps inevitably, introduced
friction between us, the library creators, and the rest of the
Arrowhead community. Subtle differences in expectations,
goals and understanding have been unearthed and tangible
arguments for changes to existing Arrowhead software have
become apparent. While the momentum of the Arrowhead
framework seems to be reaching a good pace, it is bound to
change a lot in the future. As the framework evolves, Kalix
will have to change with it.

Kalix has been released on the Maven Central Repository15

and is already being used successfully in a number of Ar-
rowhead projects.16 The way we see it, Kalix has become
a valuable tool for our own on-going research,17 has made
serious contributions to the general development of Arrowhead
and will be a tangible help for anyone wishing to evaluate and
use it. Nevertheless, Kalix can, at the time of writing, not be
expected to cover all desired aspects of developing production-
quality systems. As the Arrowhead framework stabilizes in the
future, we hope that Kalix will stabilize with it.

What you find when using Kalix could contribute fruitfully
to the refinement of Arrowhead. Please do not hesitate to reach
out us with your ideas, problems and revelations. We also
kindly ask you to cite this paper if using Kalix in your own
academic work.
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